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Abstract
This article addresses an important and barely researched topic: what happens to children with autism
spectrum disorders when they grow old. We review the small published literature on aging in autism.
We then consider the relevance of research on ‘neurotypical’ aging in core domains of autistic
impairment: social cognition, executive function, cognitive style and memory. Research themes from the
study of normal aging, including cognitive reserve, compensation, quality of life, loneliness and physical
health are of relevance for future research on autism. Studies of aging in autism will be important not
only to plan appropriate services, but also to shed light on the full developmental trajectory of this
neurodevelopmental condition, and perhaps provide clues to neuropathology and etiology.
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Mini Review: Aging in Autism Spectrum Disorders

Autism and Autism Spectrum Disorders
Autism is a relatively ‘modern’ diagnosis, originating in case reports by Kanner [see 1 for reviews] and
Asperger [2] in 1943 and 1944, respectively, who both borrowed Bleuler’s term to describe the
abnormal social development of the children they saw. There is no doubt that autism itself is not a
modern phenomenon, and a number of earlier single or group reports can be found [e.g. 3], as well as
descriptions in non-scientific sources of individuals who would clearly meet current diagnostic criteria
[4]. However, since the term ‘autism’ only came into clinical use in the 40’s and more commonly from
the 60’s onwards, the first cohort of identified children are only now entering old age.

Autism is now considered part of a spectrum of related conditions, all of which are marked by social and
communicative deficits and the presence of rigid and repetitive behaviour and interests. Current
diagnostic systems (DSM-IV, ICD-10) distinguish autism from Asperger syndrome, on the basis of lack
of language or intellectual delay in the latter, but the significance of this distinction is hotly debated. In
practice, there is a vast range of manifestations of the core diagnostic features of autism spectrum
disorders (ASD); different individuals (or the same individual over time) may be socially aloof,
completely mute, and locked into repetitive rocking and hand flapping, or inappropriately over-friendly,
highly verbal but incapable of distinguishing jokes from lies, and fascinated by abstruse astronomical
facts. Taking the full autism spectrum into account, using current diagnostic criteria, approximately 1%
of children are affected by ASD [5]. Estimates in adult populations support a similar prevalence, with
1.8% of males and 0.8% of females affected according to a UK household survey in 2007 [6].
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Abnormalities in the ‘triad’ of ASD domains (social abnormality, communication impairments,
rigid/repetitive behaviour) are typically present from infancy (under age 3 in current diagnostic criteria),
but diagnosis may occur much later, especially in atypical or complex cases. In recent years the numbers
of individuals coming for first diagnosis of ASD in adulthood has greatly increased. Diagnosis of an
adult presents a range of challenges, in particular obtaining accurate developmental history about the
first 3 or 4 years of life after a significant passage of time, and when parents are often unavailable.

Diagnosis first in adulthood is often prompted by a diagnosis of autism in the offspring, and it is not
unusual for a father to remark on his own Asperger traits as he reads up about his son’s new diagnosis of
autism. This reflects the strong genetic component in ASD; autism is thought to be among the most
heritable of developmental disorders, although the precise genes involved have not been identified.
Monozygotic twins show concordance rates of 60-90% (versus 0-30% in dizygotic twins), and relatives
of ASD probands often show subclinical features of ASD referred to as the ‘broader autism phenotype’.

There have been extensive investigations into the neural basis of ASD, using structural and functional
neuroimaging, and neuropathological work on a limited number of post-mortem specimens. Many
abnormalities have been reported, among the better-replicated being reduced Purkinje cells in the
cerebellar vermis, accelerated brain growth in infancy (with the suggestion of abnormal long-range
connectivity), and increased platelet serotonin. Nothing is known about brain changes in old age in
individuals with ASD [but see 7 for a review of brain findings in adulthood]. Mortality rates appear to
be raised 2-5 fold in studies of middle-aged adult samples with ASD, with most deaths associated with
epilepsy or accident [8;9]. It is unclear whether ASD itself affects lifespan, or whether the strong
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association with seizure disorders (affecting c. 30% of those with ASD) and intellectual disability (2550%) account for raised mortality.

Published research on Aging in Autism
Published work was searched using combinations of the following search terms: autism (or autistic,
Asperger or pervasive developmental disorder), aging (ageing, old age, elderly), and adult. The
resulting references were broadly of three sorts: case studies reporting older individuals with ASD [e.g.
10;11;12], discussion papers raising questions about aging and/or the diagnosis of ASD in older age [1316], and papers reporting empirical data from surveys or studies of older individuals with ASD [17;18].

Case study papers on older adults with ASD include a letter and article from authors at a specialist
psychiatric referral service for older adults [10;11]. Five individuals (aged 66 to 84) were described who
had been referred to services for other issues, including depression. These individuals demonstrated
behaviour, cognitive profiles or patterns of social interaction, often throughout the lifespan, that led to
the suggestion of an ASD diagnosis. The authors note that many of these individuals were born prior to
the original definition of Asperger syndrome, have largely had no prior contact with specialist services,
but importantly may be receiving inappropriate treatment due to misdiagnoses in later life [10]. A brief
report in Dutch [13] also discusses the difficulties of making ASD diagnosis in later life and the need for
further research. These three papers were the only peer-reviewed articles on ASD in later life discovered
by van Niekerk and colleagues in their 2011 review, in which they discuss the challenges of diagnosing
ASD in the elderly [12]. These authors illustrate their points with three case studies of elderly
individuals receiving their first diagnosis in a tertiary mental health clinic.
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Povey, Mills and Gomez de la Cuesta [15] recently published an over-view paper raising the issue of
aging in autism, discussing practical and policy implications, and highlighting the need for further
research. They note, for example, the need to gather family history information about health issues while
parents are still available, in order to identify future health risks (e.g. heart disease) in the individual
with ASD. They also highlight the possible effects of long-term use of antipsychotic medication,
common in adults with ASD, as an area needing research. An earlier article, by [16] also highlights the
fact that service needs for adults with ASD are only now becoming apparent and that issues relating to
aging remain largely unknown. The most recent review paper [14], following a meeting on autism and
aging held in Newcastle in 2009, found only seven published papers on aging in people with autism [1013;18;19, as reviewed here; plus a Dutch PhD thesis chapter by van der Palen, 2006 ;20]. MukaetovaLadinska et al [14] concluded that “the ageing process of ASD remains... underinvestigated and thus
poorly understood”.

Very little has been published in terms of empirical group studies of ASD in old age. A recent report
commissioned by the Welsh Assembly Government, attempted to collect such data using three
approaches; on-line questionnaires, in-person interviews, and analyses of existing databases [17]. An online questionnaire study managed to gather data from only 29 individuals with (diagnosed or selfidentified) ASD, most of whom were in their forties. These individuals, most with Asperger syndrome,
reported problems with employment and both mental and physical health. In-person interviews were
conducted with a further 11 individuals (aged 37-57) diagnosed with Asperger syndrome in adulthood,
and showed a number of common themes in terms of concerns and problems with understanding and
support received.
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The third approach adopted by Stuart-Hamilton et al [17], consisted of analysis of combined, existing
data bases, and gave rise to an article reporting on 282 adults aged 50+ with intellectual disability, with
or without additional ASD symptoms. Comparison of these older adults with (N 87, m age 59) versus
without (N 195, m age 61) ASD suggested that differences in behaviour problems, psychiatric disorders
or quality of life were accounted for by differences in adaptive behaviour, rather than presence of ASD
per se [18]. These findings match the conclusions of a critical review and synthesis of recent research on
mental health in adults with ASD and/or ID [21], that there is little evidence to date that adults with ID
and ASD are more vulnerable to psychiatric disorders than those with ID alone, once severity of
intellectual impairment, adaptive behaviour and social skills are taken into account. In light of these
findings, the research literature on aging in individuals with intellectual disability is likely to be of direct
relevance to the study of aging in ASD.

A number of recent studies have suggested that many of the issues relating to typical age-related decline
are also important for individuals with intellectual disabilities [e.g. 22], 2010). Some studies have
suggested that such individuals may demonstrate age-related cognitive decline at earlier ages or more
rapidly that typical adults, although much of this work has included individuals with Down Syndrome,
who appear to be at increased risk for developing Alzheimer’s Disease. Importantly, many of the factors
that seem to influence cognitive decline are not related to intellectual level, but to other comorbid factors
including epilepsy, obesity, pain, falls, hypertension, diabetes, sedentary lifestyle as well as hearing and
vision issues. Many authors suggest that in individuals with intellectual disabilities, an emphasis on
physical health and independence may be beneficial and lead to healthier ageing. This is likely also to
prove relevant for individuals with ASD.
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In addition to the above papers in scientific journals, three magazine articles discussing aging in ASD
deserve mention. One, from Newsweek, describes the difficulties facing ASD individuals moving from
childhood to adult services, and the lack of available support and resources [23]. A second, more
relevant to this review, describes the concerns of the author for the ongoing care of his severely autistic
brother [24]. As parents age, the care of individuals with ASD, whether on a daily basis or in selecting
appropriate supported living, is likely to fall to siblings. The author very honestly describes not only his
concern for the on-going care of his brother, but also his need to provide the care and support required as
his parents age [24]. In both the academic and magazine articles described here concerns are raised
regarding provision of service for older adults with ASD, as well as problems with the perception and
understanding of the needs of adults aging with what is often perceived as a childhood disorder.

The third article, in the Atlantic magazine, “revisits” the subject of Kanner’s first case-study of autism
[25]. Donald was 10 years old when first described by Kanner in 1943; now in his late seventies he
continues to live in the Mississippi community where he has spent much of his life. Although
institutionalised in childhood (after a year his parents removed him from the institution against medical
advice), Donald later graduated from high school, attended college and worked as a bank teller. Many of
the positive factors in Donald’s life can be attributed to the support of his family: his wealthy and welleducated parents, dissatisfied with his diagnosis, were prepared to ignore medical advice and able to pay
to see the leading doctors of the day. Donald’s employment was in the family bank, and a trust fund still
supports his needs. Donald has also found a niche in the wider community; in his home town Donald’s
talent for maths is respected and his “oddities” are accepted. Many of these oddities are typical of ASD:
speech that is repetitive, social awkwardness, a preference for being alone and for routines. Some are
special and idiosyncratic to Donald, such as assigning each individual he meets a unique number,
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maintained through their lifetime. Importantly, Donald has continued to develop skills throughout
adulthood, learning how to play golf (age 23), drive a car (age 27), and travel independently (age 36) to
many countries but strictly for six days or fewer at a time! Learning and skill acquisition have not been
studied in older adults with ASD, but Donald’s case underlines the importance of continuing to provide
opportunities for development throughout life.

This brief review of the literature makes clear that very little is known about old age in autism. Indeed, a
US multidisciplinary expert group convened in March 2010 to characterize gaps in knowledge regarding
ASD in older adults and define future research directions concluded that “An understanding of the
epidemiological, biological, psychological, and social aspects of ASDs in older adults is essential for
preparing to meet their needs; however, studies on ASDs in these individuals are practically
nonexistent” (Piven, Rabins, Betty-Kravis et al, submitted).

Adult trajectories in ASD
In the absence of empirical research on old age in ASD, it is useful perhaps to review briefly what is
known about the adult trajectory of this developmental disorder. There have been a number of fairly
long-term follow-up studies of children diagnosed with autism. Howlin et al [26] reported on outcome
of 68 individuals diagnosed in childhood at the Maudsley Hospital in the 1950s-70s. At age 21-48 these
individuals showed relatively poor outcome in the majority of cases, with few living independently, but
outcome was strongly linked to intellectual level. Social and communication impairments persisted, as
did restricted and repetitive behaviour. Billstedt, Gillberg and Gillberg [27] report a population-based
follow-up study of 120 individuals diagnosed with autism in childhood, and re-evaluated 13-22 years
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later at ages 17 to 40. Outcome was rated as poor in 78% of cases, with few attaining independence, and
IQ was again a strong prognostic factor.

Childhood diagnosis of Asperger disorder appears to carry a better prognosis than autism, which may
reflect better verbal ability or overall IQ in this group [28]. A follow-up study of 177 of Hans Asperger’s
original clinic cases (to mean age 42), suggests that outcome can be good in terms of both employment
and relationships [29]. This follow-up also showed that ASD is not associated with higher rates of
criminal conviction [30], important in the face of media reports of possible Asperger syndrome in highprofile violent offenders.

A key issue for follow-up studies of adults diagnosed in early childhood is that the diagnostic criteria
for autism have broadened considerably since the first use of the term in the 50’s and the introduction of
autism as a separate diagnostic category in DSM-III in 1980. Many children meeting current criteria for
autism would not have met the criteria used in those days, and the categories of Asperger disorder and
‘PDD-NOS’ did not exist – hence older samples will reflect more severe cases, typically with more
language impairment and intellectual disability. The outcome of such groups may tell us little about the
likely outcome of children with ASD diagnosed in this decade, who also receive more targeted
educational approaches, earlier intervention, and better information and support in general.

A study of 120 adults (16-60 years) first diagnosed with ASD (autism, Aspergers or PDD-NOS) in
adulthood according to current diagnostic criteria, found educational attainment was relatively high,
with a quarter having completed college or university, and 43% were employed or studying [31]. Half of
those over 23 years were living independently. The better outcome in this study, compared to follow-ups
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of individuals diagnosed in childhood, may reflect the wider diagnostic criteria in current usage, which
include more subtle forms of ASD. In addition, more severely affected individuals, or those with less
support, are likely to reach clinical attention earlier; both of these factors will themselves effect
outcome. Despite this, the authors found high life-time rates of associated psychiatric problems in this
adult sample: mood disorders 53%, anxiety 50%, ADHD 43%, dyslexia 14%, eating disorder 5%.

High rates of psychiatric problems, particularly anxiety and depression, are a common finding in studies
of adults with ASD [e.g. 32], and are discussed further below. In addition, Wing has suggested that
catatonia occurs disproportionately in ASD, with onset typically between 10 and 19 years [33]. From
their sample of 506 referrals to a specialist assessment centre, 6% met the authors’ criteria for catatonia
(increased slowness, difficulty in initiating and completing actions, reliance on prompting, passivity).
This accords with estimates from Gillberg and Steffenburg’s [34] follow-up study, which found a 6.5%
prevalence for catatonia by the time their ASD sample reached adulthood.

Cross-sectional comparisons of younger and older individuals with ASD, however, suggest a more
hopeful picture. Esbensen et al. [35], examining data from over 700 individuals with ASD aged 2 to 62
years (around a third over 21), concluded that restricted and repetitive behaviours of all types were less
severe in older than in younger individuals with ASD. Seltzer et al [36] also report general
improvements in many symptom areas with increasing age, in their comparison of adolescents (N 251,
10-21 years, m age 15) and adults (N 154, >21 years, 22-53, m age 31) with ASD. Investigating the
sensory abnormalities common in ASD, Kern and colleagues found that individuals became “more
similar” to controls as age increased in a sample of individuals with ASD aged 3-56 years [37]. The
authors suggest that sensory abnormalities have the potential to improve with age, but whether this
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improvement continues in the face of a general age-related decline in sensory processing (e.g. hearing,
vision) and to what extent it may be related to this change, is currently unclear.

Little is known about how the neurocognitive profile of ASD might change with age in adulthood.
Extensive studies of children with ASD have established that core deficits are typical in social cognition
and certain executive functions, while relative assets exist in detail-focused processing. Although these
three areas have been assessed in adults with ASD, there are to date no longitudinal studies examining
the trajectory of these neurocognitive markers of ASD in older adulthood. Social cognition, executive
function and local-global processing have, however, been examined in studies of typical aging, and this
work is discussed below in relation to the neurocognitive pattern characteristic of ASD.

Normal adult aging in neurocognitive functions implicated in ASD
Social cognition. Children with autism appear to show deficits in ‘theory of mind’, the ability to attribute
mental states to self and others. These deficits go a long way towards explaining the sociocommunicative difficulties shown by even highly intelligent young people with ASD. With age, some
bright adolescents with ASD will come to pass standard tests of theory of mind (ToM), although they
typically continue to show difficulty ‘reading minds’ in everyday life. In adults with ASD, differences in
brain activation are seen during ToM tasks (even when performance is at normal levels) in a key
network of medial prefrontal, superior temporal sulcus and temporo-parietal regions [e.g. 38].

There are few studies investigating social cognitive abilities or theory of mind in normal aging and
existing studies have generated mixed results. While an early study of ToM demonstrated that older
adults performed better than young adults [39], this may have reflected sampling effects. A number of
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later studies with well-matched samples have shown worse ToM performance with increasing age [4045]. It has been suggested that decline in ToM observed in aging may be explained by worsening of
other cognitive abilities such as intelligence [39;40;45], executive functions [40-42] or episodic memory
[41].

How typical age-related declines in ToM performance relate to aging in ASD is unclear. If the same
pattern is observed as in typical older adults, then further decline in ToM would be expected in aging
ASD adults. However, in at least some cases of high-functioning individuals with ASD (e.g. Temple
Grandin) there is anecdotal evidence to suggest that understanding of socio-cognitive situations
increases with age, possibly due to increasing compensation.

Executive Function. Executive function is an umbrella term used to describe goal directed, voluntary
actions, including inhibitory control, planning, initiation, and cognitive set-shifting. Deficits in some
executive functions have been observed in individuals with ASD, in particular, in planning, generativity
and cognitive set-shifting [46]. Interestingly, executive function deficits have been hypothesised to be
central to age-related cognitive decline [47]. Older typically-developing (TD) adults tend to be both
slower and less accurate on tasks requiring cognitive set-shifting, the ability to switch either between
rules or away from an unsuccessful strategy [48;49]. For example, in a study comparing two groups of
older adults, the old-old group (70-86 years) was significantly slower than the young-old group (59-69
years) on four set-shifting tasks [50]. Set-shifting is commonly impaired in individuals with ASD,
although there has been some suggestion that executive functions may improve somewhat with age in
ASD children and adolescents [51]. It would clearly be informative to study age-related changes in this
and other executive functions in older adults with ASD.
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Local-Global processing. ASD is characterised by an uneven cognitive profile with notable strengths in,
for example, the block design subtest of the Wechsler intelligence scales, and rote memory. The
tendency to attend to and remember small details, while often failing to integrate information in context
for meaning, has been referred to as ‘weak coherence’, and is hypothesized to be a processing style or
bias underlying peaks of performance and special talents in ASD [52;53].

In normal aging, changes in global-local processing have also been reported. Lux et al. [54], using
hierarchical figure tasks (e.g., a large E made of smaller Rs), found local precedence effects (faster RT
to local than global targets) in older adults (mean 58 years) in contrast to the expected global precedence
in the younger (22 years) group. They discuss their findings in relation to suggestions that the left
hemisphere is preferentially biased toward local processing and ages more slowly than the right
hemisphere, which is biased toward global processing. Interestingly, studies of the normal aging brain
have also suggested either that the right hemisphere is more susceptible to age-effects than the left [55]
or that the usual brain asymmetry is reduced in aging [56]; both of these theories suggest that left
hemisphere-based local processing style may be enhanced in old age. Another study investigating agerelated changes in local and global processing also demonstrated a local processing preference in older
adults [57], and an association with size of the genu of the corpus callosum (carrying anterior interhemispheric connections). The authors suggest that this inter-hemispheric connection, which is reduced
in normal aging, mediates inhibitory control underlying age-related changes in local-global processing.
These studies of TD aging would appear to predict an exaggeration of the characteristic local processing
bias seen in ASD, as individuals enter old age, but this remains to be tested.
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Memory. Memory deficits have not been seen as a core feature of ASD, however a growing body of
research suggests that, despite good rote memory for facts and intact recognition in well-scaffolded
tasks, memory is significantly impaired in ASD. The type of memory most often found to be impaired in
ASD is exactly that which typically declines in normal aging: episodic memory, that is memory for
information relating to personally experienced events [58;59]. Indeed, Bowler [60] has referred to the
‘aging analogy’ to describe the pattern of memory functioning in children and adults with ASD.
Difficulties with complex free recall tasks, diminished episodic memory, and reduced recall of
incidentally-encoded context in ASD mirror the picture seen in older typically-aging individuals [see
61;62 for reviews]. In typical development, episodic memory declines significantly with age in
adulthood [e.g. 63], with recall (self-generated responses) being more affected than recognition memory
[64-66].In typical aging, both EF and memory decline are associated with increases in depression
[67;68]. Given the high rates of depression in ASD [e.g. 69], this association and its possible basis in
white matter degradation may be significant and is discussed further below.

Areas for future research
Cognitive reserve in aging. The notion of cognitive reserve reflects the fact that there are individual
differences in clinical presentation (symptoms) despite similar levels of damage to the brain. It has been
hypothesised that these individual differences reflect some sort of “reserve” that is protective against
damage either due to injury or aging [70]. Proxy measures that have been used as indicators of reserve
include higher intelligence or educational level, although other cognitive measures and socio-economic
status have also been used; there is some evidence that these proxy measures mediate decline in both
aging and disease states.
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The mechanisms of reserve have also been associated with brain changes. It has been suggested that
individuals with more cognitive reserve or larger brains (“brain reserve”) can sustain more damage to
brain structures before significant cognitive decline is observed [70;71]. A perhaps more sophisticated
approach describes the reserve in terms of the potential for efficient processing across cognitive
networks or greater capacity in the face of increased demand [72]. It has been suggested that cognitive
reserve may be associated with greater capacity for compensation as measured by altered functional
activation [73].

Potential interactions between cognitive reserve and pathophysiological changes in the brain remain
unclear in typical aging. In aging individuals with ASD, variations in intelligence may have a significant
effect on how “reserve” interacts with age-related cognitive declines; intelligence is known to be a major
prognostic factor in ASD during childhood and early adulthood. Alternatively, the suggested larger brain
volume in ASD, or differences in white matter connections measured using diffusion tensor imaging
[74;75], may be protective of typical age-related brain changes.

Quality of life in old age. Social isolation and loneliness have a significant negative effect on quality of
life in aging. In normal older adults, social isolation is associated with greater risk of mortality [76],
disability [77], depression [78] and poorer health [79]. Social isolation can be further separated into
social isolation (physical separation from others) and loneliness (lack of social support), two factors that
are only weakly to moderately associated [79;80]. Typically, isolation is associated with marital status,
type of social network and social class; whereas for loneliness important predictors are type of social
network, household composition and health. Although in TD older adults both these factors are
associated with poorer health, it is not clear whether the same patterns of association will hold in ASD
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where, for example, social isolation might be possible without perceived loneliness, if, for example,
solitary hobbies and interests are motivating and fulfilling. It is unclear whether older ASD adults might
be somewhat “protected” from some of the effects of social isolation, if some individuals have never had
extended social networks developed through employment and friendship groups. On the other hand,
attachment to family may be strong, and individuals with ASD with fewer friendships may be even more
affected than ‘neurotypicals’ by the loss of loved ones and shrinking family networks due to illness and
immobility.

White matter damage and depression in aging. The presence of white matter hyperintensities in older
TD adults has been associated with the development of depression [81;82]. Additionally, individuals
with depression associated with white matter damage display core deficits in higher-level executive
functions [83]. This association, when combined with vascular risk factors, is thought to contribute to
the biological profile of vascular depression [84]. A recent study has demonstrated that even in nondepressed older adults, depressive symptomatology is associated with white matter integrity measured
using diffusion tensor imaging [68]. In normal aging, both physical and psychosocial wellbeing
positively impact mood. It has been shown that stress increases the association between vascular risk
and depression [85]. Given that many studies have demonstrated reduced white matter integrity in
autism spectrum disorders [75;86;87], this may be an additional risk factor for developing depression in
older age. Whether men are in general more vulnerable than women to such age-related decline in brain
structure and cognitive function [88], or whether individual differences (regardless of gender) in
disruption to complex cognitive networks across the brain predict outcome [89] is open to debate. It is
unclear whether the complex interaction of physiological, cognitive and psycho-social factors
influencing mood will be consistent or different across TD aging and ASD.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, the trajectories of change in cognitive and social functioning in ASD in old age remain
unknown. It may be that declines will follow the pattern observed in TD older adults or that certain
functions may be spared or continue to improve in ASD. Future studies using prospective, longitudinal
methods are needed in order to identify the nature of age-related changes in behaviour, cognition and
neurobiology. Such studies will be important for the planning of interventions and resources for the
growing elderly population with ASD, but may additionally provide clues to the neuropathology and
etiology of this complex condition.
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